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Abstract (IT): Scopo di questo saggio è quello di fornire una panoramica di 

quanto è accaduto nel campo della composizione per pianoforte a Napoli negli 

ultimi cinquant'anni, dagli anni Settanta ad oggi. Apparso on line - dal settembre 

2018 e suddiviso in cinque “puntate” nella sua versione italiana - questa traduzione 

in inglese risulta essere più lunga e ricca, per via degli aggiornamenti che ho 

inserito nell'ultimo anno e per le evoluzioni o i cambiamenti di alcune situazioni, 

come la presenza della rete di registrazioni (ad esempio, quella di Montagano caso) 

che non erano disponibili al momento della pubblicazione della versione italiana. I 

titoli delle composizioni analizzate, così come i titoli di libri o articoli adottati 

come fonti, sono ancora riportati nelle lingue originali adottate dai compositori e 

dagli autori. 

 

 

Abstract (EN): The aim of this essay is to give an overview of what has happened 

in the field of piano composition in Naples in the last fifty years, from the 1970s to 

the present day.  Appeared on line since September 2018 divided into five 

“episodes”, this English translation appears to be longer and richer, due to the 

updates I’ve inserted during the past year and due to the evolutions or changes of 

some situations, as the presence of the web of recordings (at it is, for instance, 

Montagano’s case) that were not available when the Italian version was published. 

The titles of the analyzed compositions, as well as the titles of book or articles 

adopted as sources, are still given in the original languages adopted by the 

composers and the authors.  
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THE ICY FACE OF NAPLES: 

CONTEMPORARY LANDSCAPES OF PIANO MUSIC 

 

FIRST SECTION 

 

LORENZO PONE 

[ENGLISH TRANSLATION BY FEDERICO MÒNFIGO AND LORENZO PONE] 

 

 

Preface  

 

This article does not claim to be exhaustive, especially considering the breadth and 

arduous documentation of the subject matter. The aim of this essay is to give an 

overview of what has happened in the field of piano composition in Naples in the 

last fifty years, from the 1970s to the present day. There are many composers whose 

existence and activities they are aware of, but of whom, despite repeated research, 

I have not been able to find scores or listens. I will always be ready to receive the 

contributions of those who, involuntarily but forcibly, I “had to” forget. Others, 

whose work I know by close contact, do not have in their catalogues any piece for 

piano solo or, sometimes, expressed their preference to not divulgate what they 
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consider as youth works, which they do not feel to be representative of their evolved 

language. The essay appeared on D.A.T. on September 2018, divided into five 

“episodes”, in its Italian version. This English translation appears to be longer and 

richer, due to the updates I’ve inserted during the past year and due to the 

evolutions or changes of some situations, as the presence of the web of recordings 

(at it is, for instance, Montagano’s case) that were not available when the Italian 

version was published. The titles of the analyzed compositions, as well as the titles 

of book or articles adopted as sources, are still given in the original languages 

adopted by the composers and the authors. The author of this essay is always up to 

receive correction and to update any possible lack of precisions human tendency to 

imperfection might have caused. 

 

 

An obsolete stereotype demands that all expressions bound to the Neapolitan 

imaginary be a direct emanation of a Mediterranean culture, always characterised 

by bright, vibrant, gaudy colours. Naples, however, holds by its very nature has a 

taste for transvestism, which reveals an extraordinary and subtle ability to mask 

itself continuously, a leitmotiv shared among many other capitals. This is how, on 

your way to work an early January morning, the Lungomare Caracciolo seen from 

Posillipo, immersed in the cloudy-wintery mist, with Castel dell'Ovo attacked by 

the greyi raging sea, may for a moment look like the harbours of Hamburg or 

Antwerp. On such a day, perhaps late in the afternoon, the trees of the Villa 

Comunale, bare and sharp against the 19th century facade of the Zoological Station 

by Anton Dohrn, will bring us, for a moment, in the hallucinated Vienna of Kafka 

and Schiele. And how many corners of the Vomero, just behind Via Luca Giordano, 
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Piazza Vanvitelli or Via Cimarosa, on a clear, bright and sparkling November 

Sunday, will take on the appearances of certain corners of Paris, between 

Montmartre and Abesses. Piazza Borsa will look like London on a March rainy 

morning (the area near Aldwych, for instance) and the city itself will insidiously 

force you to believe it, at least up until the monumental architectural blocks of 

Piazza Matteotti. Big and old cities, where by “big” I mean rich in evocation, 

oneirism and visionaryism, retain, each one, fragments of the others, small pieces 

scattered here and there, results of an ancient game of invisible mirrors. Naples 

loves using them to disguise, surprise and hide: and it is precisely among the prisms 

of its own illusionism that it reveals its souls, the most true ones.  

     There has been a lot of talk, for example, about the “Spanish” (so to speak…) 

Domenico Scarlatti, but not many understand how much of a Neapolitan there is in 

his keyboard works. It was in Vienna that I had the opportunity to play for Paul 

Badura-Skoda, performing the Sonata in F minor K 365, a page that I consider 

painful and full of a sense of tragedy, and which is measured and mysterious at 

once. At the end of the performance, Paul Badura-Skoda, who would have soon 

become one of my most direct teachers, said spontaneously: 

“Very beautiful. But the warmth of Naples, the sun of Naples, is missing! Why so?”. 

The greatness of those who really are great, consists of not trying to instilling 

any reverential fear: it was natural and easy for me to discuss with him that there 

is, in fact, a Neapolitan melancholy, a severity, a real spleen that goes together with 

the sense of tense drama that is found in Scarlatti and, many times, in other 

Neapolitan composers. The Neapolitan "self" not rarely shows, rather than a 

colourful and lively nature, a contemplative, austere, distant and at times arcane 
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side: think of the smooth-and-dry behaviour of Eduardo de Filippo, or of the 

aristocratic bearing, measured and even distant understatement of Antonio de 

Curtis. Just as a Neapolitan spleen exists, associated to it exists an icy and severe 

nature of the Neapolitan “self”, which is of Naples itself. It is a nature which, 

beyond any conventional vision, can be continuously found in the cultural 

inheritance of the city. 

     Such an exploration of suggestions and tints seems to offer the basis for two 

of the works that integrate the meagre output of Luciano Cilio (1950-1983), a 

Neapolitan from Vomero Alto who, before ending up committing suicide marked 

the city as well as the European various and vibrant musical landscape of the 1970s. 

Girolamo De Simone tells, prima manu, the gestalt of Cilio’s Sonata1. The recipient 

of the piece was Eugenio Fels, who should have performed, during a recital of his, 

a presumptive diptych by Cilio under the title Due pezzi for piano. The two pieces 

in question were, in fact, the Sonata (allegedly in one of the first of its four versions) 

and the Terzo quadro taken from Dialoghi del presente, a chamber work published 

 
 

 

1 DE SIMONE, G. (2011) “La Sonata che non c'è”, in: Luciano Cilio told me..., Naples: Ed. ilmiolibro 

(self publishing). De Simone talks about a Sonata n. 4, accounting for previous versions of the same 

material that Cilio later merged into the piece in question: from here on I will refer to it as Luciano 

Cilio’s Sonata, as it is the only number of his production to be named as such. I report what De 

Simone himself wrote me about it: “Cilio's Sonata is my version-transcription from his notes that 

are almost illegible or from some scores noted by others. It was initially proposed live in a long 

version, then cut and re-cut by Luciano himself at each performance. My transcription version is 

based on the last manuscript (noticed by others, since Luciano didn't write music with traditional 

systems, preferring a graphic notation by means of symbols that he explained from time to time to 

his performers). The first performance was in Rome in 1979, Teatro di Trastevere, and the last, with 

Luciano still alive, on the 30th of July 1981 at Villa Pignatelli for the historic convention 

Avanguardia e ricerca a Napoli negli Anni ‘70, with Eugenio Fels at the piano”. 
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on vinyl for EMI in 1977. It seems that Fels was in fact the very inspiration behind 

the Sonata: the anecdote reports a Cilio particularly impressed by a performance of 

Frédéric Chopin’s Nocturne in C sharp minor op. post., a prelude-like moment that 

would have given rise to a series of improvisations in the same tonality. Of the 

romantic seed which innervates the substance of the piece, to which De Simone 

wisely refers2, is left in the writing an underground tension, that nevertheless 

remains diluted in an apparently calm amalgam. It is the apparent telluric-calm of 

the Neapolitan subsoil, that seems to keep always under control its potentially 

incandescent and eruptive substances. In this case they are cooled lava, that let 

emerge (as Stravinsky said about Webern) condensed, precious gems. Cilio’s 

pianistic preciousness, already evident but more lyrical in Terzo quadro, here leads 

us to the nocturnal atmospheres of the medieval centre of the city, asleep under the 

cold, milky light of the moon. The phonic material, far from being tonal compared 

to previous versions of which unfortunately we have no trace (there are only a 

couple of reel-recordings by Eugenio Fels, still unpublished) reveals the fruits of a 

long process of elaboration and exspoliation: the arrangement of the intervals seems 

to be Cilio’s main concern, who designs the piece architecture as if it were to draw 

the features of the oneiric space evoked by the Sonata. The distances between the 

sound cells are calibrated in a way that creates a real resonant space: the registers 

of the piano are used on the basis of their timbre, showing a technique that never 

fails to responding to the obligation to be pianistic3. Here, it might possible to find 

 
 

 

2 ibid. 

 
3 The same reasons for organizing the timbre of the registers lead occurs, for example, in Brahms. 
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Chopin: the Chopin of dilations, of the bass tone distanced from the lyrical element 

of the musical phrase, a signature that allows the instrument to resonate, and to 

create natural imaginary spaces. It happened to me researching on Cilio and in his 

Sonata in particular, to bump into sharp opinions, of which the main argument was 

that the piece in question has nothing of the sonata in the formal sense, and that the 

organization of the material, although already undoubtedly seductive in the very 

first bars, would then be lost in subsequent inconsistent digressions. Instead, the 

architecture of the piece appears, to a more attentive eye, subtly refined: after all, 

Cilio, a self-taught musician, had partially completed regular studies as an architect, 

and in his essays on music, and in the few interviews he released, it is easy to 

identify how much his very instinctive sound research looked constantly for a 

coherent formal elaboration. The static nature of the musical material employed 

produces a double sensation of spatiality. Horizontality can be perceived through 

the wide arrangement of the intervals, elaborated in terms of timbre and resonance: 

it is the timbre that defines the form, without diminishing the importance of the line, 

the drawing, or the stroke. A vertical dimension emerges as a counterbalance, and 

it is perhaps more marked: this crystallized, sidereal music of nocturnal tints evokes 

Naples as a vertical city, hypogeal and, perhaps, even esoteric. Let’s imagine Piazza 

San Domenico, for instance, the medieval Naples asleep under the moon, the 

nocturnal Naples of the underground meetings of the alchemists, the pensive Naples 

of some calm summer nights in which, walking through the deserted historical 

centre, it seems as if the deep hypogea projected their icy, enigmatic gaze over the 

passer-by. The hallucinating power of the writing adopted by Cilio in the Sonata 

(which I personally find again, evolved and transformed, in later pieces such as Suiff 

and Studio for winds) does not fall into a mere expressionism that is end in itself: 

the lyricism of the style is in fact undeniable, and it is constantly placed in the 

foreground. It is a song of cold-tempered emotions, echoes of Skrijabin and Ravel 
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(such a cadenza-like arrangement of the formula that opens the Sonata, and returns 

almost in conclusion, evokes certain suspensions of Ondine, where even a 

combined performance with the op. 1 of Berg would be profoundly meaningful) 

and a mysterious feeling, that probably refers to Scelsi, whose shadow is present in 

the inner and esoteric warp of the musical fabric interwoven by Cilio. The composer 

himself appears quite different in the Terzo quadro, a piano interlude which is also 

the central movement of the chamber suite entitled Dialoghi del presente. The 

compositional process, however, is the same: Cilio starts evidently from rather 

enriched material, and then decides to deprive us all of it forever, reaching that 

wonderful economy of means which De Simone effectively defines as 

“vaporization of harmonies”4. In both works, whose most evident difference lies in 

the marked and direct lyricism offered by the Terzo quadro, which also in terms of 

duration is configured as a less-ambitious product, Cilio manages to interweave 

melodic and harmonic tension perfectly: there is no prevalence of one or the other, 

not even in a barely perceptible or hinted at way. Neither is there a contrapuntal 

texture that allows the harmonic plot to emerge, or the perception of a bi-

dimensionality of pure melody supported by the bass, and yet this is music that 

comes from the bass, from the underground, from a dark and at the same time 

luminescent nocturnal hypogeum.  

 

 
 

 

4 DE SIMONE, G., ibid. 
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The very special quality of Cilio’s piano writing can be also found in Dialoghi 

del presente5, even though the colours, the luminosity and the darkness that describe 

the musical plot are here of purely "diurnal" nature, and decidedly terrestrial, and 

even aerial. In the Sonata, his proceedings flow into such rarefaction and oneirism 

that will definitely push certain critique to reviewing the myth of an eternally 

sparkling, sunny Naples. 

     Close to Cilio’s language, composed between 1984 and 19876, stands the 

twenty-seven Romanze senza parole by Enrico Renna (b. 1952) which shares the 

same predilection for rarefaction, and the use of the timbres as formal elements7. 

Renna’s sounds are less angular, however, and the architecture reflects a clear 

harmonic taste for chord blocks, often with sumptuous and sensual sounds: 9th 

chords and more complex superimpositions might link to a vague tonal taste (even 

if without real tonal centres) and give to this series of pieces a picturesque, no less 

intimate, connotation. Renna’s pianism is lively and, when it rests, it does so to 

 
 

 

 
5 Dialoghi del presente, as well as the Sonata and the aforementioned Studio for winds have been 

reissued in 2013, along with other tracks and fragments, by Girolamo De Simone on a CD entitled 

Dell'universo assente, published by the record company Die Schachtel (Milan). The original 1977 

EMI vinyl, containing only the Dialoghi, remains unobtainable. There is also a Trio for winds, a 

track that doesn't identify with the Studio, an abstract of which has recently been published in an LP 

by Girolamo De Simone on the Konsequenz label (July 2018). 

 
6 First performance in Paris, in 1988. 

 
7 One can listen to them in full performed by Canio Fidanza, an excellent pianist and student of 

Enrico Renna, at the following YouTube link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYmjuQ_IDt8&t=1396s 
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savour the stains of colour, and certain hypnotic timbres that form the midpoint 

between the intimism of Federico Mompou8 (e.g Musica callada and the 

Impresiones intimas) and the nocturnal, most suffered style of Luciano Cilio. 

Renna's Romanze are, moreover, a real concert cycle providing guaranteed 

satisfaction for the performer, given the complexity of the required timbral 

virtuosity that spaces widely over the entire extension of the instrument, seeming 

to force its limits. Some numbers in the cycle refer steadfastly to “something else”: 

beyond the suggestions of Mompou and Cilio, Debussy (in the ample disposition of 

the chords) and even Brahms (in certain fat shades in the bass and the middle 

register) also peep out. In itself, however, the writing remains personal and, if 

anything, closer to the spectralist taste of Murail’s piano works (e.g. Territoires de 

l'oubli, but even more so Les travaux et les jours; perhaps it is not by chance that 

Renna’s Romanze senza parole were given their first performance in Paris) with a 

trait of own hedonism. Here, too, we are in the presence of a measured and terse 

Neapolitanity: despite the moments of harmonic sensuality, which are among the 

most interesting elements of this expression of Renna’s language, the light remains 

cold and objective, housed in a plot of perfect balance, without smudges, and of an 

extraordinary expressive conciseness. It would almost seem that the piano sound 

imagined by Renna comes from the timbric inspiration provided by the instrument: 

the flute, to which he dedicated the first years of his training. The same executive 

behaviours typical of the flute, which almost “brushes” the musical warps it is called 

upon to perform, can be found in the real imaginative and original brushstrokes that 

 
 

 

8 (1893-1987). 
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Renna entrusts to the piano. This sidereal light, this clear, lunar luminescence, 

associating band-writing (which are luminous bands as well as star-lighted sound) 

to a power of expressive gesture, contributes to create the very personal atmosphere 

that this hermetic cycle emanates, monumental and full of literary suggestions. It 

was the composer himself, in the August of 2018, who enlightened me on the nature 

of the corpus of his Romanze, giving a precise reason that supported the sub-title 

“without words”. Each romance was born from poetic text placed in relation to 

music on various levels: formal, cellular, expressive, micro and macro-structural. 

The texts at the base of these real evocations, offered by Renna in an absolutely 

personal reading, are by different authors, and belong to different eras. According 

to what the composer himself says9, each text is pivotal for the compositional 

structure of these pieces that are almost, it comes to think, as the codification of a 

very personal moment such as the one that every passionate reader experiences in 

letting go to the réverie during and after a contact with a literary text. What 

immediately springs to the fore is the breadth of the backgrounds designed by 

Renna: even this music draws a space, here an infinite and never linear space. The 

space of the Romanze tends towards the cosmic, the multidimensional, the stellar 

and the “360 degree” view. The sound contemplation woven by Renna (because, 

despite a certain tendency to movement, the nature of this music remains decidedly 

contemplative) suggests a vision from above, which leads to the evocation of a 

certain spirituality, perhaps of oriental “taste”. The same sensuality of certain 

harmonies, a rather precious quality, brings us back to a spiritual aspect where 

 
 

 

9 The elements referred to, were provided to me by Enrico Renna himself, during a textual interview 

to which the composer made himself generously available. 
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eroticism and asceticism are simply two sides of the same coin: one thinks of the 

mystical works of the first Satie, so harmoniously luxuriant, or the monumental 

sacred production of Messiaen. Renna’s sensuality, however, remains measured 

and austere, almost aristocratic, since even the richest and most complex chords 

appear purged of any excessive gluttony and, while not allowing themselves to be 

incandescent and turgid, do not even fall into the glassy violence of Messiaen’s own 

“ornithological” production (wonderful, still, in its context). 

     Very close to Cilio, humanly and in terms of poetic continuity, Girolamo De 

Simone himself (b. 1964) already mentioned several times in this examination, has 

widely produced for the piano. His research between cohesion of avant-garde 

languages (which he brings together, through a complex process of contamination 

and hybridization of materials, in what he himself has called border music) and 

suggestions of a spiritual and popular nature from the heritage of the Campania 

countryside (e.g. the region in central-southern Italy) has brought him, over the 

years, to different outcomes. A certain part of his production, in particular the most 

current one, is characterized by a certain mystical minimalism: the current 

production of this “Neapolitan Satie” oscillates between the search for a simplified 

language, a writing subtracted from many typical avant-garde mannerisms, and a 

specific taste of folk-religious derivation. It must be said that often both are 

rendered by the same author through an exquisite and, at times, precious pianism. 

However, some previous works do not integrate in this scenery, also the result of a 

very personal poetic research, made consistent by the work of years, which prefers 

to investigate a different dimension, and in which one can find the most interesting 
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De Simone. The concise and very effective Aforismi (1989)10, lunar and of 

exemplary expressive measures, act as a counterbalance to the too-immediate 

abandonment of other newer pages by De Simone, proceeding directly from the 

Sonata of Cilio, while bringing to fruition a lyricism that is such without being 

“easy”. It is a real “song of the moon” that proceeds through flashes (I would almost 

say “beams”) and then fades away into skilful suspensions. The discourse is not 

exempt from moments of effective violence: the last aphorism proposes harmonies 

diverse from the opening ones (which are icy, shiny and dialectically alternated with 

cold fragments of recitative) and are structured in richer and more complex chords, 

wisely counterpointed by resonant and powerful basses. The chord masses do not 

indulge in the sensuality of Renna, which is more hedonistic, but recall the mixtures 

and harmonic digressions of Satie, the Satie of Danses Gothiques, of Fils des 

Etoiles and of Prélude de la Porte Heroique du Ciel. In Bordone #5 (2007)11 De 

Simone’s research reaches first-quality results: the piece could not be asked for 

anything more and better. In less than four minutes the structure reveals its clearest 

and most linear example of the spectralist processus. This musical form, so widely 

used today, consisting in a quick evolution that follows the incipit, and usually 

coincides with the climax by density and dynamics, and that concludes on an 

apaisement, risks to become a mannerism and, therefore, the product of an 

academic compositional habitus. De Simone offers here a linear interpretation of it, 

 
 

 

10 Performed by De Simone himself in 1998, for the series Musica Millemondi at the Galleria Toledo 

in Naples. One can listen to them at the following YouTube link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3j-LUw3jbxo&t=5s 

 
11 Listening available at the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7mbzCRLHus 
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of great effectiveness, conciseness and economy of means, creating a powerful, 

communicative and shocking work. The spectralist adherence is underlined by the 

acoustic misunderstanding that the writing itself creates: is it the piano or is it an 

electronic track? Or is it the timbre of the piano reworked by electronic 

intervention? Exploiting acoustic instruments to obtain effects typical of electronics 

is a nodal point of spectralist composition: here we are in the presence of a piece 

that is entirely pianistic and totally acoustic, where the expressive (and technical) 

outcome is so high that seems to incarnate the highest degree of perfection, the ideal 

of an acoustic-rendering of the infinite possibilities of electronics. Moreover, De 

Simone himself makes use of electronics in other works and in combinations 

different each time in terms of their interaction with the acoustic instrument. 

Bordone #5 strength is definitely telluric: it comes from an underground that is not 

at all dreamlike, as that of Cilio’s, nor from the icy atmospheres of Aforismi. Rather, 

it is the tunnels of the underground Naples that make their voices roar or, if once 

again we like to bring into this play another stereotype, the “sulphurous” one; it is 

the lava subsoil of the city that speaks. The powerful modernity of Bordone #5 

recounts the evolution of the city, and its tension to the modern, healthy and 

desirable liberation from the ancient that still oppresses it. The metallic bronze 

sings, and the roaring colours of this vision fugitive, rather than supersonic trains 

and futuristic architectures: it is an objective, clear, clean work, which sweeps away 

sentimentalism, configuring itself as one of the finest examples of Neapolitan 

spectralism. 

     De Simone himself has often been the curator and interpreter of the work of 

Gabriele Montagano (b. 1960). Associated since 1982, the year of the creation of 

the Gruppo di sperimentazione e ricerca (with Cilio still alive), Montagano and De 

Simone represent two possible continuations of Cilio’s message and at the same 
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time two rather divergent outlets for the poetics of “subtraction”, the economy of 

means and research on the sound of silence and its surrounding areas. If about 

Cilio’s Liebesleid12, De Simone speaks effectively of “aphonia” (then 

transmigrated, as we have seen, into his Aforismi), in Montagano’s production the 

investigation of what he himself calls “analysis of the dissolution of sound” 

definitely comes to the fore. Montaganos’s piano production is significant, but it 

lies unpublished with the exception of Dissolvenze13 (1987-88), a work conceived 

as a tribute to Scelsi and preciously recorded by De Simone. This short piece, of 

cold, sidereal and enchanted poetry, has an unusual genesis: it is the piano 

projection of an orchestral sound: the inverse process to the more typical 

orchestration. It exists there, in fact, an undetectable version for strings, which 

consists of a musical plot not dissimilar from Feldman’s string quartet writing14. 

This short piano page reveals an intransigent personality, inclined to an extremely 

smooth lyricism and much drier, although still intense, than the thoughtful 

melancholy of Cilio’s Sonata, the sensuality of Renna and the sweetness of certain 

production of De Simone. Montagano’s hommage to Scelsi is evident in a certain 

“turning around” the sound and, at the same time, going straight to its core, as if the 

sound itself were a sort of spherical entity endowed with a nucleus, no less than an 

orbital path. The harmonies appear to have been chosen with great care, in a 

 
 

 

12 DE SIMONE Girolamo, “Liebesleid”, in: L’altra avanguardia, (a short history of contemporary 

music in Naples), Konsequenz - Rivista di Musiche Contemporanee, Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane 

- Napoli, 1996. 

 
13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDb0QgXTs90 

 
14 I am thinking in particular of Feldman’s First String Quartet. 
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structural succession entirely based on chords that alternate sombre sounds with 

moments of quasi para-tonal luminosity. The luminosity of Montagano appears 

here, however, aquarium-like, submerged in the deep layers of a cosmos that is even 

more abyssal than the Cilio’s hypogeal yet, but at the same time wider, enormous, 

more unfathomable and even dangerous: De Simone would even speak of “musical 

utopia”15. In Dissolvenze, in fact, there is such palpable tension, as if the entire 

sound structure were a fleeting glance at a cosmos too-immeasurable to be explored: 

the scope of the piece is microcosmic and sidereal, abyssal and spatial at the same 

time, mysterious and enigmatic that are commonto the other (few) works by 

Montagano that I have had the opportunity to listen to. The continuity with Cilio 

exists in the ability to exploit the piano as medium, taking it, without apparently 

forcing it, out of its (even symbolic) reach: the orchestral matrix, probably, has 

played a significant role in this sense. The continuity with Scelsi, the recipient of 

the hommage, appears more evident. Scelsi himself, highlighting the search for an 

“epic sound”, had enthusiastically appreciated another, more ambitious work by 

Montagano, the chamber- opera Evento16, a one act play composed in the form of a 

rondò for four voices and a trio (saxophone, trombone and cello). The work has 

been published by Girolamo De Simone for Konsequenz17. A small excerpt has 

 
 

 

15 DE SIMONE, G., “Metafore dell’avanguardia”, ibid. 

 
16 Premiered in 1986. The comment by Giacinto Scelsi is quoted by DE SIMONE, G. (1996) in: L’altra 

avanguardia, (a short history of contemporary music in Naples), Konsequenz - Rivista di Musiche 

Contemporanee, Napoli: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane. 

 
17 As this essay was published in Italian in September 2018, the recording of Evento was also, at that 

time, still a work in progress. At the moment, August 2019, the full-length recording of Montagano’s 
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been available on the net18 until the fall 2018: its listening revealed a feverish 

instrumentation, scorching-like, I would say, impressive for magisterium and 

beauty, especially when we consider the meagre organic employed. This short 

chamber opera (the duration is a little more than three quarters of an hour) is 

intimately linked to the piano world of Montagano: a preparatory cartoon, which 

might have also been a preliminary study for Event, is the piece Tracce, for piano. 

Here Montagano explores the universe of precious sounds that the surprising yet 

never merely frivolous instrumentation of Evento will make sparkling: 

Montagano’s decorativism is always substantial. Where his writing (as mindful, at 

times, as Luigi Nono’s) escapes anxieties and rhetoric, reaching direct and 

expressive poetic outcomes. Tracce is therefore the condensate, the distillate of 

such a sound research, the search for a sound that subjugates us, resonant strings 

projected into space subtracted from any idea of development, and falling into a 

contemplative, at times painful, dimension: all turned into poetry. In Montagano’s 

own words, Evento represents the sound-universe as the composer himself would 

expect it to be: if every composer wrote the music they dreamt of listening to, what 

Montagano aims for is the investigation of the friction between the two tectonic 

plates of sound and silence, their margins, and their “no-man’s-lands”. As Ravel in 

Miroirs explores a real no-man’s-land between music and painting, Montagano 

explores a border area of unreal and alienating appearance, which nevertheless 

 
 

 

chamber opera can be enjoyed by buying the CD published by Konsequenz which responds to 

catalogue number KNZ020, published by the end of 2018. 

 
18 Currently, August 2019, the whole recording is available. See the footnote 17. 
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exudes astonished beauty. If Montagano’s writing collects distant echoes of Scelsi, 

traces of Lachenmann can be recognized in some of his works (e.g. Pression and 

Salut for Caudwell) and, at the level of a more imaginary than real suggestion, 

elements of Sciarrino. Moreover, Montagano’s compositional activity is rooted in 

the Italian and European avant-gardes in a declared, conscious manner, and each of 

its starting points defines it thus: Cilio’s Studio for winds, much more than Dialoghi 

or the Sonata embody the gestalt datum of Montagano’s research. Having said that, 

it is also interesting to point out how much in Evento one can perceive of the vocal 

writing of the Dialoghi del presente that is glimpsed in the sophisticated 

misunderstanding between Montagano’s vocal and instrumental lines. The poetics 

of Montagano remain, in any case, more rational, and it is precisely in this clear 

light, in this dry smoothness, in this enigmatic splendour that it reveals all its 

fascination. The figure of the composer himself seems to belong to a submerged 

world: as a music author, Montagano has voluntarily quasi disappeared. He himself 

declares that his production is intimately linked to the personal relationships he has 

developed in the years with performers and collaborators, preferring “expressive 

silence to the lack of intimate communication that binds people”19. It seems like the 

few audio fragments available, and the scores that are still handwritten (which can 

only be found in a friendly and strictly personal circuit) are like glimmers of light 

that allow us to probe only a perceptible aura of mystery and unknowability, in 

which Montagano’s musical production is enveloped, at times, by flashes of 

lightning. The strongest sensation that comes from this music, lies in the ability of 

 
 

 

19 ibid.  
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the composer to allude to a sound, and an emotional universe of cosmic scope, and 

in this sense almost “immobilizing” even in minimal structures, as it happens in 

Dissolvenze. The already mentioned chords setting of this work makes clear 

Montagano’s intention to dwell on the spaces between the sounds no less (or rather) 

than on the sounds themselves. The emotional restraint, the clarity of the writing 

and the composure of the musical fabric, leave the listener a margin of emotional 

enjoyment much wider than the proportions of the song itself. The same happens 

when listening to the only fragment of Event available today: its beauty is poignant 

and collected, intimate and suffered (and Cilio, if a Cilio there had to be, is also in 

this) but deliberate, contemplative and quasi-regal. I will soon have the opportunity 

to dwell on this work, both operatic and chamber music, in a broader examination, 

where I hope to be able to give an account of the literary dimension (the texts are 

taken and elaborated by Peter Handke) and of the sound warp which, already, is 

impressive for its plot-of-threads complexity. Montagano’s piano production is 

significant; in addition to Dissolvenze, there is also a group of scores waiting to be 

brought to light since the time of the Gruppo’s activity on experimentation and 

research. The triptych Metafore (1983), dedicated to Girolamo De Simone (partially 

baptized by him more than thirty years ago), Itineranze (1984), a cycle of variations 

dedicated to Eugenio Fels, Memoria di una solitudine (a complex score of 

considerable constructive interest and characterised by a very personal writing, 

dedicated to Enrico Renna) and an elegant Prelude, which De Simone himself likes 

for its lyricism. Lyricism is definitely present in Montagano (and it can be easily 
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seen at first score-glance20) and it is even more so in the form of “condensation” 

coming from either literary or syntactic-phonetic suggestions (as in Evento) but 

always from the timbre (e.g. in Reticoli sonori, 2014, where the piano, this time 

prepared, is associated with an ensemble of percussion and electronics). In the 

instrumental pages, the interest in the timbre is largely integrated with the 

investigation over time dilations, interacting and combined with silences and 

moments of expectation. If Montagano’s vocal writing seems to be longing for the 

centre of the text, so the instrumental writing associates rotation around the sound 

to the “probing” of its core, an investigation on the inner life of the musical time. 

This last element appears, especially in Metafore and Itineranze, to become even 

more crucial in the process of definition of pieces structure. In many contemporary 

composers timbre becomes form. In Montagano’s, it is the use of time to becoming 

form and to allowing the timbre to express the terse, enigmatic, “silent” sound 

painting so be dear to him. It is interesting to observe how, despite the relative 

darkness of Montagano’s production within the Neapolitan context (which is an 

unexpected counterbalance to a monumental academic production, his musical 

activity, and a creative extra-musical experimentation that has occupied, in the past 

years, prominent spaces) something of his sound-world, such particularly pure and 

 
 

 

20 And for this I must once again thank Girolamo De Simone, who provided me with photographic 

reproductions in record time, so that I could read them on the piano. At the present moment, August  

2019, De Simone is also working on the score-editing of Montagano’s Trieb, for orchestra, planning 

at the same time a complete recorded performance.  
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fresh heritage from Cilio (and not only) has been filtered into composers who 

started their activity thirty years later. 

     I already had the opportunity to talk about Chiara Mallozzi21 (b. 1988) in a 

previous article that illustrates the unfolding of her first decade of compositional 

activity. Corale22 is now her only work for solo piano and one of the few in which 

there is no adoption of an electronic track or processing. Written in 2013 on a 

commission by Ciro Longobardi, it was given its first performance in Naples in the 

same year, during a concert at the PianoCity festival, together with pieces written 

for the occasion by other Neapolitan composers, partly of the same generation23. 

This short piece where the essentiality of writing, common denominator within the 

poetics of Chiara Mallozzi, is framed in a form already ascetic and bare in itself and 

appears divided into three sections that could be three variations. The meditative 

and lunar character makes us think of Cilio’s Sonata and even more of Suiff’s 

aphonia, which is even more surprising, considering that until 2015 Chiara Mallozzi 

had never come into contact with the Cilian writing, and it is indicative of the 

direction that Neapolitan composers of the new generation seem to be exploring at 

 
 

 

21 PONE, L., “Musica da abitare. Tre quadri al meriggio di Chiara Mallozzi”, in: d.a.t. – Divulgazione 

Audio Testuale, Ed. divulgazioneaudiotestuale (online) – Napoli, 05/2018.  

 
22 No recording is available. 

 
23 In addition to Corale by Chiara Mallozzi, the following works were premiered: Nebbie by 

Giuseppe Carotenuto (b. 1976), Gesualdian Diopter n. 1 by Francesco D’Errico (b. 1962), 

Conversazioni con le cose senza nome n. 1 and 3 by Patrizio Marrone (b. 1961), Lightning by 

Viviana Palladino (b. 1978), Tufo giallo by Lorenzo Pone (b. 1991), Nel silenzio della luce by 

Bernardo Maria Sannino (b. 1984) and Tre pezzi by Matteo Savastano (b. 1992). 
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the moment. Written on the piano by a non-pianist, Corale is a work as much as 

any other for the piano. The intensely chromatic material proposed by the opening 

of the first section, is conceived to allow the instrument to “play by itself”, to play 

with its own soul, populating the space with voices and resonances. As often 

happens in Chiara Mallozzi’s works, the composition is a re-composition and at 

times even a de-structuring of the original material, already essential in itself. 

Moreover, elements of a choral and almost madrigal nature already emerge in a 

previous work, the chamber work Il principe e la rondine24, where the writing for 

the male voices appears bare and naked, as if dug into a linear block of tuff. The 

chromaticism of the thematic structure, which is shown in the first section as a real 

choral, is then literally dissolved in the two following sections, in which great 

freedom is granted to the performer in terms of duration and dynamics: not, 

however, in terms of succession of intervals, which remain fixed as they are deeply 

linked to the expressive core of the piece. In Chiara Mallozzi’s production after 

Corale, a production in some cases directly linked to the activities of the puntOorg 

group25 and, in other cases, to her independent activity as a musician for the theatre, 

there are often ample margins of guided freedom entrusted to the performers: it is a 

constant and solid point of her research. Since her first work, the very fine and 

 
 

 

 
24 To a libretto by Benedetto Sicca, from Oscar Wilde’s novel Il principe felice. The opera, for male 

choir, voices, flute, clarinet, cello and percussion was composed in 2012, and given its first 

performance in Naples in January 2013 at the Sansevero Chapel, a place that is as lunar and 

“madrigalesque” by itself. One can listen to part of the opera at the following YouTube link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuUGuaplCHA&t=109s 

 
25 Look at: https://www.puntoorg.net 
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interesting Variazioni for solo cello, a work unfortunately no longer listened to for 

almost a decade, even in the span of a writing still very classical (if only for the 

Bach-like theme and gestures), her declared intention was to leave the score as clean 

and neutral as possible. Discretion is a characteristic of Chiara Mallozzi’s writing, 

although this writing is always a vehicle for a strong thought. Even in Corale the 

atmosphere, although decidedly intimate and almost twilight-like, due to the well-

managed use of chromaticism, outlines a climate that pervades the entire piece with 

delicacy, suspension, but also substance. The piece lacks, or almost does not 

contain, the gestural component that this artist has subsequently shown to be very 

incline to adopt as an object of expressive research: the writing obliges the 

interpreter and the listener to come into an extremely close contact with themselves, 

it’s an “introverted” writing, through a type of dreamy lyricism appears that 

surprises and fascinates, because it is different from the more concrete one to which 

Chiara Mallozzi has accustomed us in her most recent and ambitious works. 

However, it is to be thought, with foundation, that the creative investigation behind 

this accomplished and balanced feuillet d’album, was effectively drained by the 

activity, then already in place, within puntOorg26: subsequent experiences suggest 

it, such as the use of controlled randomness and the role of "builders" entrusted to 

the performers even in chamber works with a much more articulated structure. In 

particular, the two concerts, in 2014 and 2016, that puntOorg has dedicated to the 

investigation of resonance come to mind: on these occasions Chiara Mallozzi has 

skillfully brought together the object of research common to the group with her 

 
 

 

26 For the Alessandro Scarlatti Association of  Naples, a project that led, as far as 2014 is concerned, 

to the publication of the volume Risonanza for Editoriale Scientifica Napoletana. 
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personal code of interaction with the performer, to which she entrusts a role in 

perfect balance between control and creative freedom. And the first results of these 

stimuli had actually already been observed a few months before Corale when, again 

in 2013, on the occasion of the puntOorg concert centered on the figure of Samuel 

Beckett, was given the first performance of Chiara Mallozzi E_siti, work for voice, 

instruments and electronics27.  

     In the same concert appeared Preludio e ombra28 by Bernardo Maria Sannino 

(b. 1984), another member of puntOorg who in 2013 had been one of the composers 

urged by Ciro Longobardi to write on the occasion of his recital for PianoCity. In 

this context, Sannino presented Nel silenzio della luce29, a piece to be considered 

exemplary for the understanding of the refined sensitivity shown over the years by 

this artist. Sannino’s intense lyricism finds here a very effective crystallization and 

an admirable balance with the need to bring out the micro-tone soul of the piano. 

Often fascinated by the light and the possible musical rendering of the behavior of 

the brightness (such an instance is again found in Ricercare of 2014)30, Sannino 

explores agglomerates of sounds that are extremely valuable to the ear as carefully 

 
 

 

 
27 Also present, along with other works of other members (composers and not) of the group puntOorg 

in: DIANA, R. (2013) Disappartenenza dell'Io, Napoli: Editoriale Scientifica Napoletana. 

 
28 DIANA, R., ibid. 

 
29 No recording is available. 

 
30 Aa.Vv. (2016) Risonanza, supervised by Giancarlo Turaccio, Napoli: Editoriale Scientifica 

Napoletana. 
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sought. The piece in question is an admirable example of balance: the economy of 

means adopted, together with the choice of a clear and crystalline sound material, 

contribute to creating a particularly lucid climate, a glacial yet pulsating brightness, 

measuredly lyrical and, precisely because of the sense of measure, deeply elegant. 

The sense of form, a common characteristic and always in the foreground of its 

production, supports a very pianistic material, whose culminating point gives the 

entire structure solidity and coherence. The material is all intended to play with 

micro-tonal refractions and, even more, to listen to them: the calibrated choice of 

the registers highlights the sum of the inharmonic partials constituting the nature of 

the piano timbre, with a poetic sense that restores the experience of a discovery. 

Pianistically satisfying, this piece of remarkable freshness and quality of 

inspiration, repays the performer of the commitment and fascinates for solidity 

combined with finesse. Sannino’s spectralism is pleasant and spontaneous, 

supported by a formal control that has nothing rigid and by innate lyrical qualities 

that add an absolutely personal character. It is interesting to note how Sannino 

transports even in the small format, a genre that only recently he has begun to 

frequent more assiduously31, the sense of structural clarity and lyricism that 

distinguish his most ambitious works: the orchestral and chamber production, wide 

and varied for a composer who has just passed thirty, combine power and mastery 

of form to a lyricism often incandescent. Even from the most experimental 

production (I’m still thinking of Preludio e ombra), expertly elaborated madrigal 

and often operatic suggestions re-emerge. The sing of Nel silenzio della luce is able 

 
 

 

31 In 2017 appeared the very valuable cycle of short pieces entitled, in fact, 2017, and partially 

performed in Naples for the first time at the PianoCity 2018 festival. 
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to make you perceive the lyrical tension of the major works, under a transparent 

crust of ice: just as in large works the impulse to Sannino’s sing is tense, it’s snap, 

it’s almost suffered and immediately controlled impulse, so in this delicate piano 

page everything is kept within a preciousness that finds its necessity in the balance 

and in the measure. Elegance and power are drawn in this work with the certainty 

of a smudge-free stroke, where nothing is too much and where a boundless world 

has been alchemically enclosed in a crystal with nothing that can escape the viewer. 

It is interesting how already the suggestion and the spectralist technique have 

appeared in Sannino since complex previous works: Musica notturna, in the version 

for cello and orchestra32, and ...voci diffuse ritornano...33, monumental orchestral 

score, show what has probably been, in recent times, the most conscious Neapolitan 

acquisition of spectralist writing. On the contrary, it is necessary to redefine it as a 

real personal re-elaboration of the spectral techniques, as they are effectively 

reproposed by Sannino in the framework of a very personal orchestration and of 

that suffered and at the same time extremely vital tension to the lyricism proper to 

his musical nature. In Nel silenzio della luce he proposes a real orchestration on the 

piano, a subtle orchestration of the resonance that could make us think of an 

inversion of the compositional process that innervates Boulez’s Notations in the 

passage from their piano to their orchestral version. The measured, controlled 

 
 

 

 
32 Performed in Naples in 2011, in the version for cello and piano, at the Feltrinelli Auditorium. 

 
33 Work composed in 2011, performed at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival and 

recorded by the Nieuw Ensemble of Amsterdam directed by Niels Hamaker and included in: Zeta 

Potential, Huddersfield Contemporary Records - Huddersfield, 2014. 
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contemplative vision offered by Sannino in this piece, dreamlike, clean, crystal 

clear like a glacier, is reflected in the purity of an attentive love for the roots that 

this composer has always shown so far. 

     If Sannino’s sound plots travel on a thread cleverly balanced between lyrical 

tension and almost boreal atmospheres for purity and emotional control, the same 

will not be said for the Tre pezzi, first work by Carlo Schiano (b. 1991), in which 

the plot, as De Simone effectively expresses himself on Cilio’s music, is more 

openly painful. These three miniatures, composed in 2011 and never performed 

before, conceal, behind an apparent algidity of writing, a vibratile and 

“seismographic” emotionality. The opening piece, of a dreamy lyricism, 

hallucinated and almost surreal, is all played between shadow and light: Schiano 

loves the upper two octaves of the keyboard and contrasts them with chord groups 

in the middle and lower register, obtaining dialectical effects of concentrated 

expressiveness. The fact that this music speaks, as well as singing, is proved by the 

moments of stubborn insistence on repeated sounds, in a tempo that is rather dilated 

in itself, which contribute to maintaining the lunar and hallucinatory climate. The 

writing of this first piece has a delicacy that has nothing fragile and enchants for 

transparency and sensitivity, as well as the next episode, the shortest of the triptych, 

combines the crystalline timbres with repetition. It is a real perpetual motion, whose 

expressiveness lies precisely in the regularity of the trend. The fabric is nevertheless 

alive and preserves the pulsating, uncovered and almost “skinny” quality of the 

previous piece, made even more chilling by the final suspension. The final episode, 

that can be compared to the first piece in terms of length takes its climax with 

harmonies with a more sensual flavour and proposes a dialogic use of silences. This 

gives the impression of a great formal unity, since in the final piece some gestures 

of the page that opens the triptych return, never entirely similar: it seems to be 
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almost a continuation of it, and its postlude character is evident. The use of 

ribattuto, the insistence, the suspensions return, all characteristics of a restless 

thought with an obsessive tendency. The three pieces, in fact, rather resemble 

fragmentary moments of a single monologue, an absolutely inner monologue, 

visionary and self-reflected. The dreamlike dimension of the warp is absolutely 

devoid of original references: it is a new writing, that only for atmospheric kinship 

can be compared to certain moments of Cilio or to the most hermetic and enigmatic 

Satie of Vexations. Schiano has no declared models; in this first work he appears to 

adhere only to his inner programs: his music is inner as much as others ever, as if it 

were addressed solely to himself, a reminder of sensations not to be forgotten, notes 

of an indistinct vision or of a night dream. Nevertheless, the hallucinatory power of 

a piece like the central one, powerful and perfect in its miniaturistic conciseness, 

suggests, together with the fractured and crushed lyricism of the episodes that 

enclose it, a confession, a questioning, a constant return to the same thoughts to 

dissolve the silent enigmaticity that freezes them. This questioning, this turning on 

oneself is made through an admirable management of the dialectical elements: in 

the dialogue between bass and treble, between chordal moments and naked melody, 

between movement and enchantment stasis, between repetitive hypnotism and 

introduction of new cells, we find a real dialectic of interiority. Schiano adopts a 

cellular writing: he juxtaposes gestures and colours, never forgetting that the whole 

represents the thread of a discourse coming from the deep, from a suffered and 

complex unconscious. Beyond these excruciating Tre pezzi, chilling, condensed, 

segregated behind an enigmatic mutism and yet vibrating and pulsating with a 

feverish emotionality, Carlo Schiano, physicist as well as composer, has so far 

produced very little. His activity as a composer remains alongside, and it would be 

worth investigating how much it is influenced, his training as a physicist and his 

work on philosophical writings of an almost shocking depth and solidity. As much 
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as I personally had the opportunity to listen, it seemed to me that he possesses 

absolutely own and personal qualities, which make it desirable to have the hope of 

soon being able to listen to some new works of this sensitive and extremely 

introverted author. 

     Curiously enough, Anaphora, written in 2018 by Pasquale Punzo (b. 1987) 

displays a certain filiation, although certainly unconscious, with Cilio’s Sonata and, 

at least talking about the first section of the piece, with the second movement of 

Schiano’s Tre pezzi. Winner of the section dedicated to unpusblished piano 

compositions within the 5th edition of the International Competition Città di 

Albenga, Anaphora34 incorporates several topoi of the contemporary pianistic 

technique35. Articulated in sections, despite a marked proclivity towards the 

exploration of some inners états d’ame, this work soon displays the cultivated and 

rather rationalistic nature of its author. The piece begins with a continuum, a line 

floating above the left hand which brings up a ghostly and singing counterpoint. 

But what appears to be a calm and flat landscape, soon increases in volume, density 

and power on a wider disposition of the registers and performing gestures: the line 

 
 

 

34 A recording is available at the following YouTube link, while the score has been recently 

published by DaVinci Records: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0hmdGJN0FU 

 
35 Not by chance, Punzo is also a former student of the already mentioned Giancarlo Turaccio (b. 

1964), a distinguished teacher and composer, under whose guidance also Chiara Mallozzi, Bernardo 

Maria Sannino, Lorenzo Pone and, for short period, Carlo Schiano studied. More than a teacher, 

Turaccio is a mentor for the new generation of composers, within the Neapolitan area and also on 

the national perspective, being one of the artistic directors and direct founder of the puntOorg group. 

Unfortunately, he declared his piano works, written during his youth, aren’t representative of his 

style as a composer and it’s upon his own request that they do not appear within this dissertation. 
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appears tormented, sometimes percussive and desperate. However, even the 

agitation as it appeared, immediately folds back on a contemplative warp: and it is 

here that the rationality of Puncture's writing manifests itself. The semantic material 

used in the first section of the piece is destructured and used as an element of 

construction of a section that has something choral and suspended, but also of the 

sound of the bells, evoked by the deep tolling of the bass. This section, imbued as 

it is with a suffered melodization, appears as the expressive structure of the whole 

piece, the center around which the other blocks are arranged. It offers a rhetorically 

very effective contrast to the final section of the work, a sort of étude on rhythm 

and ribattuto, with almost corrosive shades and harmonic colorations at times 

surprising, of great freshness and innervated by a rigorous and transparent logical 

construction. It’s Punzo himself to make clear, in the program notes used during the 

first performance of the work, premiered in Salerno by Ciro Longobardi, how the 

reference to the rhetorical figure of the anaphora is not to be understood as a mere 

pretext to experience what, at first glance, could be a trivial element in the ambitus 

of the contemporary piano language. The five sounds on which the three sections 

that make up Anaphora are structured, constitute the real architectural material and 

its transformations, emotional and not so much rhetorical, are what is expected of 

the listener to enjoy. As already mentioned, the magic of this work is probably to 

be found in this wise and ironic logical elaboration, as well as in the rarefied sounds 

of the central section, a real moment of reflection, of a real poetry, extremely 

successful and original. This central section could almost be a work in its own right: 

certainly not because it is not very well suited to the architectural logic of the piece, 

but precisely because of its brilliant completeness, for the expressive compactness 

that emanates. In this sense Anaphora is a classic piece, not only in the cultured 

reference, typical of Pasquale Punzo and his nature as a refined Enlightenment 

scholar, to the ars retorica of poetry and oratory, but also and above all for the 
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ability of the writing to set a fragment of vibrant, intense, feverish and palpitating 

poetry, a melancholy, a spleen, in the frame of a musical thought of luminous clarity 

and logical lightness. The piece is not lacking in drama, on the contrary, the final 

section, with its “abrasive” qualities and at the same time athletic and toning, of 

skillful conception and sure satisfaction for the performer only reinforces the deep 

elegance that comes from the lyrical section and the lyricism, more restless, of the 

introductory page. The elegance of the lyricism and the refinement of the proposal 

are to be considered, in fact, the business card of Pasquale Punzo, a sort of personal 

signature that appears at the foot of another valuable work, a precious page for string 

quartet written also in 2018, same as Anaphora, entitled Promenade à Ciboure36. 

With Punzo we are always in the presence of a skilled, fine and sensitive 

intellectual: his sensitivity, far from being dark as, for instance, in Schiano, appears 

clear and somehow serene. It can be crepuscular and that’s why it’s worth to quote 

this wonderful and fresh short string quartet page, which Punzo himself declares37 

to be a homage to Ravel. Now, it’s singular and at the same time remarkable how, 

before knowing about the existence of Promenade, while listening to Anaphora I 

thought, in a totally random association of ideas, to Saint-Saens and Fauré, their 

taste for pure and clean lines, although always with in a solid and firm frame which 

is the expression of a strong thought. While analyzing Punzo’s works, which he 

 
 

 

36 Also available on YouTube with a very fine string quartet performing it, and published in score 

by DaVinci Records: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4PwxXfKaiA 

 
37 Punzo had the generosity to widely tell me about both Anaphora’s and Promenade’s premises 

during a personal phone call. 
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consider himself38 both as his first reussies, the same idea of masculine classicism 

came to my mind: the specular datum of Anaphora’s refined and at the same time 

suffered classicism is to be found in Promenade à Ciboure and vice-versa. The 

ravelian suggestion is in everything and purely an emotional suggestion, the réverie 

of a classicist soul, an element tinged with nostalgia and detached from any merely 

reconstructive or reproductive character. Here the twilight soul of Punzo, always 

clear and clean, certainly melancholic and powerful up to the dramatic, but in his 

own drama made supremely “civil” by the solid intellectual base, comes out, 

surprises, fascinates, and it brings to our time something that was believed to be 

lost: charme.  

 

 

[End of First Section] 

 

 

 
 

 

 
38 See footnote above. 
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